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Republician Howard "Bo"
ICalloway, candidate for governor, polled 403 out of 489
votes for 82 percent in the
straw ballot held on campus by
the Young Republicans Tuesday. Lester Maddox, Democratic candidate, received 64 votes,
comprising 11 percent of the total.
Ellis Arnall, who is being
supported over the state in an
attempted write-in campaign,
received 15 votes. Jimmy Carter and Hoke O'Kelley, two other never-say-die losers in the

STUDENTS PICK GUBERNATORIAL CHOICE
Callaway Has Top Total In Straw Ballot Held This Week

College Leaders Are Delegates
To Student Gov. 'Swap-Shop'
The college's student congress
officers, representatives from
the publications, and three administrators attended the annual convention of the Southern
Universities Student Government Association in Atlanta
last weekend.
Representing Student Congress were James Stapleton, president; Larry Duncan, first vice
president; Robin Olmstead, second vice president; Connie
Dodgen, secretary; and Bjorn
Kjerfve, treasurer.

Car swell Addresses

Attending the convention for
publications staffs were Ron
M'ayhew, managing editor of
the "George-Anne"; and Reflector staffers Leland Rogers,
editor; Gordon Turner, organizations editor;
and Mickey
White, beauties editor.

Honor Society
Taps Thirteen
Alpha Gamma Omicron, honorary freshman girls sorority,
had a tapping ceremony Tuesday night for girls who made
the Dean's List two out of three
quarters
of
their freshman
year.
The girls are: Margie Elaine
Boyles, Paftie Elaine Brooks,
Judith Anabel Clark, Cynthia
Diane Corr, Nancy Beth Flynt,
Harriet Griffin, Marian Carol

Goodrum, Patricia May GrooDean of Men Harold Maguire, ver, Susan Faye Halligan, Claire
Dean of Women Virginia Bog- Halpern, Jackie Jet Harville,
er and Student Activities Dir- Sherry Kaye Knight, Brenda
Faye Woodard.
ector Adyle Hudgins participated on benalf of the administration.

Democratic primary, polled 5
votes and 1 vote, respectively.
Dr. J. P. Cochran received
one write-in vote as a candidate of the Populist party, in
the mock election.
Voters also indicated their
choice in the contested Congressional race for their home
district. In the First District
race, Republican Porter Carswell polled 85 votes to 46 for
Democrat Elliot Hagan.
Voting in the other districts
was as follows: Third district,
Republican Mixon 25 votes, Democrat Brinkley 23; fourth, Republican Blackburn 6, Democrat Machey 12; fifth, Thompson
10, Lindsay 17; sixth, Jones 29,
Flint 30; Seventh, Chapin 6, Davis 12; eighth, Mattingly 25, Stuckey 30; tenth, Simpley 26, Stephens, 18.

Tabbard Inn Writers
To Organize Monday
This year's first meeting of the Tabbard Inn
writing club will be held
Monday at 8 p.m. in the
audio-visual room in the
Williams Center.
Meetings will be held
first and third Mondays of
each month and all students interested in creative writing are urged to
attend. This first -meeting
will be concerned with the
forthcoming publication of
MISCELLANY, the college's literary magazine.
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Visual Arts Dept To Feature

The convention was actually
two meetings in one, with Student Congress officers from the

William R. Lidh Woodcut Show

The Visual Arts Department
various colleges attending con- will feature an exhibition of
ferences on all phases of stu- Woodcuts by Mr. William R.
Lidh from November 9 through
rency when that country owes dent government, and newspap- 30 in the Rosenwald Library
the United States a consider- er and yearbooks staffs parti- Gallery according to Mrs. Rocipating in a "Swapshop" of xie Remley, assistant Professor
able debt.
ideas for their respective publi- of Fine Arts.
(continued on page 2)
cations.

Pol. Sci., Ec. Clubs

Republican First District Congressional
Candidate
Porter
Carswell addressed a joint meeting of the Political Science
Club and the Economics Club
Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Williams Center.
Speaking mainly on foreign policy and domestic inflation, the
Waynesboro farmer and busin
essman bitterly denounced the
Johnson administration for inflationary deficit spending, and
debasing U. S. coinage.
"The main solution to inflation is to eliminate deficit spending," replied Carswell to a
question posed by a student.
Holding a quarter in his hand
the candidate answered another
student question first by stat
ing that the last thing the Roman emperors did before the
fall of the empire was to debase the coinage, then drawing a parallel to United States
monetary policy.
He also questioned paying
France gold on U. S. paper cur-

NUMBER.^ $

Galloway Wins
Straw Elections

Starlight Queen
To Be Crowned
At Nov. 19 Ball
The annual Starligfit Ball,
sponsored by Alpha Rho Tau,
will be held this year on November 19 in the Alumni Gym,
as was announced by APT president Pam Williams. The Starlight Ball will be centered around the Miss Starlight Ball
contest. This year's winner will
be crowned by Miss Starlight
Ball of 1965, Miss Sandra
Fleming, who is presently attending Augusta College.
"The time for the dance is
eight o'clock to midnight, but we
are hoping to get it chanced
to nine o'clock to one," stated
Miss Williams.
Dress for the Ball is formal;
contestants will wear long formals. Choice of a band is indefinite, and the theme is yet
unnounced. Admission is $1.75
stag, and $3.50 per couple.
The regulations by which Miss
Starlight Ball will be chosen
are:
1. Each club or organization
will donate or lend to Alpha
Rho Tau a photograph of their
contestant. They shall be deli
vered to the club no later than
November 11, 1966.
2. The club or organization
which decides to sponror a girl
will have sent to APT the enclosed statement, stating that
they will agree to the ruling
of the campus as a whole,
and will name their contestant
and the escort who will accompany her on November 19, 1966,
the night of the Starlight Ball.
3. An entry blank and a fee
of $3.00 per contestant must be
delivered to APT by November 11, 1966.
(continued on page 2)
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The artist, William Lidh received his bachelors and masters degree in art from the University of Wisconsin. He has
taught art in public schools in
Wisconsin, Illinois and Kansas.
At the Illinois State University
he was instructor in drawing
and printmaking for six years.

Currently, Mr. Lidh is Assistant Professor of Art at Western Carolina College at Cullowhee, N. C. where he teaches
drawing, printmaking and art
education.
Mr. Lidh specializes in woodcuts and has exhibited extensively in national and regional
art shows. He has received many awards and is represented in
numerous private art collections.

PRAIRIE LASSES PREPARE FOR PARTY

Presentation of "Winter At Deep Creek" Drew Record Box Office Sales

Some of his other shows include the 4th National Exhibition of Prints at Ohio University in 1963, Illinois Artists
Exhibit at Decatur, Illinois, 1961
and 1963, Associated Artists of
North Carolina, 1964 and 1965,
and the American Artists Exhibit at Sarasota, Florida in
1965.
(continued on page 2)
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. . . Woodcut

(continued from page 1)
His awards include second
prize at the Winston-Salem Gallery Semi-Annual, 1964, and a
purchase prize at the 1965 Semi-Annual, a cash award at the
Village Invitational at Raleigh,
North Carolina, the first prize
at the Birmingham Museum
Art in Religion Today in 1965.

. . . Starlight

. . . Carswell

(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 1)

The contest will be conducted in the following manner:
1. On the date of November
17, before the Ball on the 19th,
we shall place in the Student
Center a table containing the
photograph of each contestant.
Each photograph will be numbered, and a corresponding number will be located on a suitable container in which the votes will be placed.
2. Ballots will be cast by each
person, writing the choice on a
ballot sheet and depositing it in
ene ballot box. Each person is
allowed only one vote. The voting will last until 7:00 p.m. The
votes will be counted at that
time. The contestant with the
most votes will be the winner.
In case of a tie, a run-off
will be held on Saturday morning in the Student Center from
9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. The
election will be done by controlled voting. The queen will be
crowned on November 19, 1966.
Siy-KSK'WttK^MSa

Turning to foreign policy Carswell then suggested that the
U. S. threaten an economic boy
cott of all nations that refuse
to break off trade with North
Vietnam. He questioned giving

ing — more than three thousaid to India when that nation ATTENTION: "Postal Patrons
refused to send soldiers to help Ga. Southern Branch Post Off- and — and this letter is writwith, {he war in Vietnam.,
ten in an effort to reach evice
Mr. Lidh has held numerous
The address you furnish to ery person whose mail is havone-man shows. His work is reHe further advocated cutting your family, friends, and pub- ing to be returned to sender bepresented in collections of Illioff financial aid to and the lishers while you are at Ga. cause of INSUFFICIENT, INnois State University, Universisale of wheat to Yugoslavia and Southern must be a MAILING COMPLETE, OR INCORRty of Wisconsin, Wake Forest
the
Soviet Union. Questioned fur- ADDRESS and not a dormitory ECT ADDRESS, when the box
College, North Carolina Museum
number is omitted frcm the adaddress.
of Art, Birmingham Museum
dress.
Your
Box
number
is
a
specither
about
this
he
replied
that
of Art, Mars Hill College and
Your immediate attention to
fic
address,
and
is
the
ONLY:
he
could
not
support
these
polithe Asheville Art Museum.
you
can be reached! this matter of your mail is apcies toward countries that pose WAY
a direct threat to U. S. securi- through the mail channels while preciated. Forms are available
According to Mrs. Remley,
where you rent your PO box to
you are living on Campus.
ty.
some of the prints will be for
Be sure your correspondents notify your family, friends and
sale. Anyone wishing to purare cautioned that your PRO- publishers of your box number
When asked to elaborate in a PER BOX NUMBER must be mailing address. This action
chase some of Mr. Lidh's woodlater interview Carswell com- placed on every piece of mail will be most helpful to your
cuts may contact the artist or
mented that although Yugoslav addressed to you, for prompt Postman, your friends, and
any staff member from the Vivia might not pose an immed- delivery to be assured.
sual Arts Department.
y°urselfSincerely,
iate military threat to the Uni
"Just write me at Ga. SouJ. H. Tillman, Supt.
thern" is not sufficient, Tell
Ga. Southern Branch
ted States it was still part of them your box number, and
Statesboro, Ga. 30458
the communist block, like Rus- write it down for them.
sia and Red China. "They may
DIRECTORY
SERVICE is Dear Editor:
disagree on some things but not available for ordinary mail,
With few exceptions, students
they're all Communists and we even first class letter mail, un- at some time during their stay
might as well lump them all less a special services fee is at Georgia Southern ask a buJtogether,' 'he said.
prepaid in addition to the 5 siness which they often patroncents per ounce postage. Spe- ize to cash a small personal
After the meeting the candi- cial service includes Register- check. Tuesday evening I was
date remained for approxim- ed, certified, Special Delivery, astounded when after patronately 30 minutes, answering ind- and Insured mail.
izing a local restaurant for four
ividual questions of interested
Local Churches report that years, such a request was restudents.
letters are frequently returned fused.
The stated reason for the reto them because students have
failed to give their box number fusal was the fact that I did
in the address they have given not possess a Georgia Southern
to their Church. Don't let this College student identification
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa Island, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard
card. I explained that I had rehappen to your mail.
"Chapman College's floating campus.
We appreciate our many pa- gistered late and was unable to
The note he paused tamake as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the
trons who are already cooperat- have my picture taken for an
IVfilley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World.
ID card. I further explained
|f\ilfures professor. '
that the comptroller's office had
Russ transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travel semester at sea to his record at
instructed me to forget the ID
.the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life
card since I was a graduate
"sciences.
student and a former student
I
As you read this, 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with
at Georgia Southern.
(Chapman aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger
In any case it seems hardly
jAgents.
reasonable that an ID card is
Friday,
Nov.
4
§
I
In February still another 450 will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester,
: more important than four years
Sophia Loren in
:
-this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco,
patronage. No doubt, few other
"JUDITH"
JSpain. Portugal. The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New York.
concerns in Statesboro hold conFor a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in ypur educational plans, fill
tinued patronage in such low esgSat.,
Nov.
5
Double
Featuttji;
In the information below and mail.
The Beatles in
3 teem.
Apparently, it takes longer to
H E L P !
one's integrity with
—PLUS —
;j; aestablish
restaurant
that it does to earn
Herman's Hermits in
•:•
a degree from Georgia South'MHOLD ON"
ern.
:'•' Sun., Mon., Tues. - Nov. 6-7-8

I

.

Q -$iik
Enjoyable Recreation
All New Brunswick
Tables

GEORGIA I
THEATRE I

"LA DOLCE VITA"

jWed., Thurs., Fri. - Nov. 9-10-11:5
— Double Feature —
^:.:Frank Sinatra and Virna Lisi ii£:

^'ASSAULT ON A QUEENS
—PLUS —
Elvis Presley in

"PARADISE HAWAIIAN STYLE"

%
::
::

|

FAMILY
DRIVE-IN
Friday, November 4
Robert Mitchum in

"THUNDER ROAD"
Sat., Nov. 5 - Double Feature $
Edd Byrnes - Chris Noel in 5

"BEACH BALL"
—PLUS —

"SHANE"
|

Sun., Mon., Tues. - Nov. 6-7-8;?
Randy Boone in
':■:

"COUNTRY BOY"

g

:Wed., Thurs., Fri. - Nov. 9-10-11$;
ittobert Morse-Jonathan Winters?

\

\

"THE LOVED ONE"
— PLUS —

"THE CHOPPERS"

.
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High School Students Visit
As Guests of Gamma Sig

Gamma Sigma Upsilon will
sponsor a Junior-Senior Day on
Saturday, November 19 for high
school juniors and seniors from
various schools in the state. The
students will be guided around
the campus and given pointers
on criteria to consider in choosing a college.

WF Plans Retreat
The Wesley Foundation Retreat is being held at Epworthby-the-Sea on Nov. 11-13. For the
first time another college, Valdosta State, will be joining the
campus group.
The cost is $7.50. A two-dollar
registration fee which is included in the $7.50 must be in by
Tuesday, Nov. 8. Applications
may be obtained in the Religious Activities Trailer.
New aspects of The Lord's
Supper will be discussed.

Trophy To Be Awarded
For Blood Donations
The Student Congress, in conjunction with the Red Cross, will
sponsor blood donations in the
Alumni Gym on November 17.
Donations can bs made from
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. and from 6:00
to- 8:00 p.m. A trophy will be
awarded to the fraternity, club,
organization, or house council
which secures the largest number of donations in its name.
Unlike previous years, the donations will not be counted on
a percentage basis. Don McDougald will award the trophy during Homecoming weekend.

Registration will begin at
9:30 a.m. in the Administration
Building, followed by a general
assembly in McCroan Auditorium. At this session, Dean Boger and other college officials
will give talks on the various
facets of life on a college campus and how Georgia Southern handles each facet. These
talks will center on religious
life, athletics, and r.ther phases of student life. This part
of the program is designed to
give the prospective students an
overall formal introduction to
Georgia Southern.

Local Chapter To Host
District GHEA Meeting

The division of Home Economics will host the Georgia
Home Economics Association
First District Meeting on Nov.
12.
The program will be "Emphasis for Action." Mrs. Carlyn
Winge and Miss Sandra Kicklighter will present a portion of
the program on "Families of America — Variations on a
Theme." Mrs. Morris and
her Family Economics class
will present "Consumer Information and its dissemination."
Advisement meetings fot
home economics majors
will be held in Herty 116
on the following schedule:
freshmen, Nov. 16, 6:00;
sophomores, Nov. 17, 6:00;
juniors, Nov. 21, 6:00.

Gamma Sig member or another student from each major division will be present at the interest groups to discuss the opportunities and requirements in
the major areas offered at Georgia Southern, and to try to answer any questions from
the
students, or parents concerning
any phase of life at Georgia
Southern. The purpose of these

• Mr. Novis Powers, a representative of the Civil Service Commission, was the guest speaker
at the Career's Day Banquet,
sponsored by the Society for Advancement of Management and
Phi BetaXambda last Tuesday.
The purpose of the banquet
was for the students and faculty to meet the various governmental representatives who
spoke to the classes on Wednesday.
Mr. Powers gave an interesting talk on opportunities available to college seniors in federal agencies and introduced the
guest speakers who spoke to
classes at the annual Federal j
Career's Day.

small groups is to give the students a close-up view of the college through the eyes of students who are majoring in their
field of interest.
These groups will also give
the high school students some
idea of how to go about choosing their profession. While still
in the groups, the students will
be taken on a tour of the campus with emphasis on the field
of interest of the group.

CHESS CONTEST
The college Chess Club
is sponsoring a contest to
determine the club champion, according to Dr.
Robert Brand, associate
professor of French and
faculty adviser.
He added that anyone
interested In joining may
participate in the tournament, even though it has
already begun. Weekly
meetings are held Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. in the
game room of the Williams Center.

Date Set For Air Force Officer Qualifying Test

The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test will be given in
the Student Center on Tuesday, Nov. 8. A1J applicants who
were unable to take the test on October 20th, due to a shortage of test booklets and any other seniors who are interested in taking the test should report to Room 114 at 8:30
a.m. on the above date.

After lunch in the cafeteria,
the high school students will be
given a pre-season exhibition by
the Georgia Southern gymnastic
team.

Swmgline

Wood's Barber Shop

uZ2LcMENTs:

Your Head Is Our Business
We Specialise in StroSgfcteninqr* Styfag
—UNIVERSITY—
TED
HAROLD

11 I; '^cy have
a 4th of July
in England?

—PLAT"
HENRY

^m^^M^.-\\ ,.;■:■::

STATESBORO GUN EXCHANGE

lAnswr,-. 1,,-l-n

STATESBORO

Buy—Sell—Trade
Guns of Any Condition
New and Used

Buggy & Wagon Co.
'Complete Line of Hardware'

36 East Main Street
P. O. Box 518
STATESBORO, GEORGIA
Clyde E. Currie, III

Following the general assembly, the students, with their
parents, will be divided into various interset groups according
to their prospective majors. A

Business Clubs Hold
Career Day Banquet

II

Clyde E. Currie, Jr.

Located in Downtown Statesboro

• ! I Take two
TOT Staplers
from three
PT Staplers;
and
what do
you have?

1 Courriand St. —— 764.3214

THE PARAGON
-Tuesday-—

This is the

.

SHU" I

IjSwingline;.

j
REGULAR
CHEESE PIZZA■ j

ST SPECIALS

Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs — Bacon or Sausage
Hoteakes Bacon or Sausaqe

Coffee
Grits
Coffee
Grits
Coffee

—9.

60c
75c
65c

T

**2£z \
Unrludiiifc 10(1.0 st-ifili*')
LbfRcr si/.- CUB t>i-k
. S'topKT wy'y $l.*t9

i bigKVf than a pm-h til' mini (Bui p.KVs
|tn- pum-li of •-■ bis* fk-nl! K.■fills a-.vi1;»Mgvcrywhortv Unconditionally 0'-,'-i:'''' '■
B/>*acIc in U.S.A. Git it at .mv -M-atw ni;\,
variety, book store!

I——ZPoi+tpUfz*-

INC.

Lo»lg Island City*. N.Y. 11101
.
;|nj.«n pi.n
JpuL'q os oj^aqj^ juioif; jo OMI 3uiAU.;fl
*.»»■ M*>t<*i;>s XOi <>uo SuiASM uci|i j->r..Ki
mm ouo y jjaqi ji asnejK'q 'B.ipi \n:r\
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ANN VAUGHAN
Editor
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"' *r "n freshmen Shun
Novelty Labels,

DANNY DIGBY
Business Manager

Crush Tradition

PURGE PURGE

It has recently been brought to our attention
that the administration is planning to review the
constitutions of all campus organizations in an effort to determine whether the individual groups are
truly fulfilling the objectives which permitted their
formation.
Doubtless such an investigation, or purge as the
case may be, will step on many toes and bring to
light a large number of touchy questions.
We support this effort with the hope that the
result will be a general house-cleaning in the area
of campus organizations. Any group which is discovered not serving its proper purpose should be
immediately and impartially disbanded.
Further inquiries might be made into already
existing constitutions to determine whether they
are, in fact, aimed at serving the campus instead
of the organizations themselves.
Not only would this investigation reveal possible faults with many organizations, but it might
also serve as a step in the right direction to review
the original stated purposes of many existing clubs.

HAWKINS DAY WASHED OUT
A drop of almost twenty degrees frightened
many potential Dog Patch citizens out of their dungarees and cotton shirts and into wollens and heavy
coats. The wind and rain prevented any enthusiastic
chasing around Sweetheart Circle.
Other elements prevented the success of Sadie
Hawkin's day. Many students decided not to "dress
up" because their classes were so scattered that
they' did not have time to change clothes. Others
were discouraged when first told that they could
wear their costumes to classes then informed that
they could not. The reason that sports dress could
not be worn to classes for one day during the year
has not been given to the students.
A surprise construction project also hampered
the plans. Since the floor of the Alumni Gym is being refinished, all activities in the gym have been
canceled. The dance had to be taken to the streets,
a day late, again because of the rain and cold
weather.
Of course, as in all events on campus, a number of people do not participate for personel reasons. They are not interested, do not hav time, feel
that the project is beneath them or just forget about it.
Perhaps next year with more support from the
students, administration, faculty and weathermen,
Sadie Hawkin's day will be something to make even
the people of Dog Patch proud.

STUDENTS GO HIGHBROW
The Campus Life Enrichment Committee has
sponsored a "sell-out" performance for the first
time in its four years existence.
When the tickets were taken from the Student
Activities office at 3:30 only 30 unclaimed tickets
remained. By half an hour before performance
time, all the tickets had been purchased.
This proves that the student body is interested
in cultural activities and that it is willing to take
advantage of the opportunities afforded them.
Tickets holders were rewarded for their generous expectations when they witnessed a superb performance. The attitude of the artists was conveyed
to the apt audience, and the troupers were called
back for 10 curtain calls with a standing ovation.
The committee should be congratulated on its
selection of this cultural entertainment and choosing one that significance for the student.

By PAT GROOVER
What has happened to the pat
hats? Was it just a rumor that
freshmen were to wear identification of their classification
until Thanksgiving or was the
order completely disobeyed by
people who did not care?

More Dormitory 'Open Houses'
Would Spark Pride, Competition

By CINDY CARSON
The governor's appreciation
One of the greatest advantagreception in Olliff Hall and es an open house would have
open house held by the new. is to provide an incentive for
dorms this past Sunday can students to stay at the college
certainly be considered a sue- on the weekends in order to
cess if one can judge by the help with the open house or to
response given by students, fa- visit in?another dc^^j.oXhis.kind
culty, administration, and Sta- of activity promotes student
tesboro residents. Students who spirit by helping to bring stulive in the dorms open for in- dents together and by bringing
spection seemed to enjoy "show- them into closer contact with
ing off" their rooms and guid- faculty and administration.
Perhaps the greatest appeal
ing visitors through their colof a weekly open house would
lege "homes."
Since this program was such be the guest speaker. The cola success, it would seem de- lege could certainly benefit from
sirable to make such occasions visits by such distinguished
appear more frequently on the persons, both in promotion of
college's social scene. Perhaps the college and in the widening
a plan could be devised where- of student horizons in , experby each dorm on campus would ience.
hold a reception and open house
Another advantage of open
for two hours on Sunday of house in dormitories would be
one week out of each quarter. an increase in opportunities for
The eleven dorms on campus visits from students' families
would be able to take care of and from Statesboro residents
every week in the quarter with- who may wish to become better
out too much inconvenience for acquainted with students and
any one particular house moth- take a more active part in the
er. A guest speaker could be life of the college. Preparing for
brought to the campus each and hosting these visits would
week to visit the dorms and im- foster pride in the college and
part some "words of wisdom" give students experience in enfrom his field, whether it be tertaining and in learning to asscience, the arts, religion, or sociate with ease with people
politics.
from areas of life outside the
This type of activity fills sev- college campus,
eral student needs which the
Finally, since the reception
routine social activities already and open house would be held
being held at night cannot fill, in only one dorm each week
It helps to encourage the stu- during the quarter, those studdent's pride in his room, thus ents who do not wish to partifostering originality and per- cipate would not be inconvenhaps even competition for room ienced more than one Sunday
decoration.
per quarter.

THE

Gbnrp-Atme

The opinions expressed
herein are those of the
Student
writers
and
.not necessarily those
of the college admin
istration and faculty
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Entered as second clasi
matter at Post Office
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The announcement was made
at the freshman assembly by
Dean Tyson that
all freshmen
would
wear
their caps until
Thanksgiving. Provisions
were made for
these cute symbols of novelty to
& | be left in dormitories during rat day, so they
would not be mutilated. Coach
Charles Exley released plans
for the freshman - sophomore
field day. To increase school
spirit and interest, a challenge
was offered. If the younger class
Freshmen would have exhibited
their power as a class, thus
earning the right to be full-fledoffered. If the younger class
could achieve more points than
their elders, all rat hats would
be burned in a huge bonfire.
Freshmen woul dhave exhibited
their power as a class, thus
earning th eright to be full-fledged members of the college.
Unlike the year-long initiation
of North Georgia Military College or the ordeals at other colleges, the proposal was not lengthy, humiliating or unfair.
Members of the faculty asked
the class to wear their hats to
show their professors that they
were new to the college. Of
course, some members of the student body teased and embarrassed a few students, especially the cute girls, but soon they
tired of this entertainment. Many would even be especially
kind. Freshmen could recognize
their fellow classmates, a fact
which is surprisingly reassuring in the midst of a William's
Center mob or in the drop-add
line when all their courses went
wrong.
Not all of the blame goes to
the freshmen. Traditions and
spirit are handed down from
class to class. The veterans of
the college know the feeling of
cheering a winning basketball
team to victory and the awe
of the alma mater at graduation. Only people with these experiences can make GSC traditions mean something to the
next classes. The students who
influencing the frosh to
disobey rules and encouraging
them to "skip" the initiation
practices of the school are failing their college and their
younger friends.Too many upper
classmen have bragged about
not wearing rat caps in the
past. Are they just encouraging
someone to miss an experience
because they did?

Perhaps the sophomore class
should work more closely with
the freshmen during the entire
quarter. But this cooperation
does not mean "policing." Such
an act would ruin the effectiveness of the proposal. The desire must come from within the
student, but the sophomore class
can turn the "condemnation"
hat into a sign that the freshman class have left old loyalties
at home and are ready to aci cept the trials and honors or
l their new school.

Apolloes To Don
New Mod Suits
For DPA Dance
The Apolloes will be featured
by the Delta Pi Alpha Fraternity at a dance to be held November 10, from 7:30 until 10:30
in the Alumni Gym.
The Apolloes have two hits to
their
credit,
"Summertime
Blues" and "Hey," and are now
in the process of compiling an
album. Special suits have been
ordered from England by the
Apolloes for the occasion.
Admission will be $1.25 in advance cr $1.50 at the door. Ticets may be purchased in the lobby of the Student Center or from
any Delta Pi Alpha fraternity
member.

Tyson Is Re-Appointed
t>r. Ralph Tyson, dean of students, has been reappointed by
the Board of Regents to the
Teacher Retirement Board for
a three year term.
The office of the retirement
board is in the Office of the
State Auditor in Atlanta.

Inquiring
Reporter

This week was a trial period
to see if a Twirp Week would
be welcomed and participated
in annually. Our Student Congress has worked hard to find
suitable activities to make our
college experience more tolerable and enjoyable. How many
students appreciate such activities? In cooperation with Student Congress this week, the
inquiring reporter asked this
question: What do you think of
the initiation of Twirp Week at
GSC?
Kathy Harrington, Frosh, Atlanta, I think it's a good idea.
It shows the girls the boy's feelings in asking us out.
Wayne Gilbert, Soph., Hawkinsville, I don't know, no one
has asked me yet. It sounds
all right, you know variety is
the spice of life!
Alberto Cudemus, Venezuela,
Jr. It's a great idea. Now the
girls will know how we feel
when we get the brush-off.
Elaine Lucas, Jr., Warner Ro
bins, Do the girls get to make
the passes too?

The Stafesboro
Telephone Co.
"serving Statesboro and Bulloch'iCoiwty'
9 South Mam St.

Statesboro
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Derrill Moore, Soph., Augusta.
I like it—it gives us desperate boys a chance for some
lucky girls to go out.
Terry Hollon, Soph., Atlanta.
It ought to be like that all the
time.
Mrs. Lane,
House director,
Winborn. Good. All the girls
will be going out for a change.
It will give the girls' house directors a rest.
Walley Flogger, Jr. 4F, Pembroke. It will confirm to me the
idea that no girls around here
like me.
Jo Ann Womble, Jr. Cairo, It's
a great idea! You never can
tell what romances may get
started around here.

MONEY, CERTIFICATES CHANGE HANDS
President Zach S. Henderson presents scholarships To
John Walters and Charles Lie-Nielsen

Jimmy Auld, Sr. Savannah
It's fine if the girls will do what
Dr. Zach ffenderson presentthey are supposed to.
ed two GSC students, John Walters and Charles Lei-Nielsen,
Mrs. Bates, House Director, cash scholarship checks and hoBrannen. I'm going to treat nor awards for their participathe girls just as good as the tion in the West Bend Company
girl's House Directors treat my National Summer Sales Progboys. I'm going to raise cain ram. Walters, who worked fullif any of those girls stomp out time ,and Lie-Nielsen, who worcigarette butts on the lobby ked part-time, received
the
floor. They also have to dress scholarships plus commission
nice and not loiter around on
the porch. I always anticipate
something new .and this certainly sounds like fun. It would be
good any week except this week
—all my boys have tests.

and a four-day, all expenses
paid trip to Wisconsin.
Both boys received training
for their jobs during spring
quarter at GSC; they were further trained in the field. The
Summer Sales Program involved selling hope chest items,
such as cookware, china, and
silver, to single girls and young
married couples.

Aove

Rod Harrell, Soph, 1A, Jones
boro, I think it's a good time A summer wedding is planned
for some bad looking girls to for KAREN GRIFFIN, a senior
go out with some of us good Secondary
Education' major
looking boys.
from Savannah, and MIKE
LONG, who is from Tifton.
EVA DONALDSON, an EnGinny Sarver, Jr. East Point.
It should certainly be an an- lish major from Macon, is ennual affair. It could have been gaged to STEVE CLARK, a sea little more organized and we nior at Georgia who is also
should be allowed to wear our from Macon. A date has not
been set.
hill-billy clothes to classes.
SANDY JAMES, a junior buOOfl9i
Harry Mason, Jr. New York, siness Education major from
N. Y. It helps to induce the Atlanta, is engaged to DAVID
gyroscopic effect of co-option, ADAMS, a junior Biology mathereby relating to the growing jor from Delray, Fla. The wedtendency of conservatism on ding will be in the near future.
HELEN MORRIS, a senior Elthis campus.
ementary
Education major

^Ctt&&
from Valdosta, is engaged to
DAVE CREST, a senior Business Education major who is
also from Valdosta No definite date has been set.
KAREN SMITH, an Elementary Education major fro •■•
Jacksonville, Fal., is engagea
to JIMMY HILLIARD, a senior
Physical Education major from
Waycross. The wedding is set
for next September.
SANDY THORNTON, a sophomore business education major
from Tyson, is engaged to TONY SIMMONS, a sr. Psychology major from Rome A date
has not been set.

weach forWOBBWS
QUALITY

MEATS

Monarch and Other Outline Series
Hardback and Paperbound Titles
We Special Order Any Book on Request
COME IN TODAY!

KENAN'S

Wi INVITE YOU TO VISIT STATESBORO'S LARGEST
and most complete Drug Store
For all your
Drugstore Needs
HAZEL BISHOP SPECIAL NOW ON SALE!

100% Human Hair Eyelashes
Shade 'n Shadow Kit
Creamy Liquid Make-Up
Doll Face Compacts
Lipstick
Quick Touch Make-Up
Eye Pencil

Reg. $2.00
Reg. $1.75
Reg. $1.75
Reg. $1.00
Reg. $1.00
Reg. $2.00
Reg.
79c

Rear of Buloch County Bank—Statesboro
DRUG

COMPANY

Jm

Now $1.27
Now
99c
Now
71c
Now
68c
Now
58c
$1.37
Now 49c

8i
■31L
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The OXFORDSH0&
Pahrersitf fUu — SUtcsboro

We're One Year Old

For Appreciation to you we are having a

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY NOV. 19th ONLY

FAMOUS BRANDS

Traditional

Val. $29.95 - $50.00

Sport Coats
Traditional

Val. $12.95 - $25.00

TROUSERS

Val. to $7.00
Group Fine Traditional

Sport Shirts

5.50

25%
25%

2 for
$10.00

WHITE LIGHTNING.
Val. $10.- $25.
£% m A/

Sweaters... Z3o&)

Group
Women's Wool

Group Knitted

..

DlOUSeS

5.50
2 for $10.

Roll and Long Sleeve

Vi

'/2 wVal. $10. - $25.
g± ■■ Q /

25%-

Group Women's
Early Fail

Dresses &
Suits

—EXTRA—

Reg. $1.

HOSE

'Off-Campus' Trend Growing at Clemson
CLEMSON, S. C. — (I.P.) The increasing desire for "offcampus living" by Clemson University students is receiving
careful administrative attention
here. "For many students, offcampus living is here to stay,",
says Vice President for Student
Affairs Walter T. Cox."
"There are many reasons
why students seek off - campus
living," he said, "including the
principal one given by most students that study conditions are
quieter and better. A prime
contributing factor to the search for off - campus housing,"
Cox added, "is Clemson's-increasing graduate school enrollment.
"Graduate students by their
very nature and educational
commitment search for living

Harris Attends Meeting
For Foreign Students

accommodations with a minimum of distractions and maximum of good study conditions.
Most graduate students seek
privacy and freedom of activity that off - campus housing
offers."
Clemson's climbing enrollment and the amount of offcampus living that goes with it
has prompted the private construction of eight or ten small
apartment buildings here in the
last two years.
"The factor of off - campus
living is one with which colleges
and universities all across the
land are having to deal," Cox
said. "Here, as on virtually every other campus in the land,
some students will always insist upon living in non-university accommodations."

4
Dr. Thomas Harris, Associate
Professor of Education at Georgia Southern College, represented the college at a meeting of
the National Association of For- 1 10
eign Student Affairs in Atlanta,
October 27-29.
19
The theme for the meeting
was "Campus and Community".
The conference studied the rela19
tionship of the foreign students
to a college campus and the
community.

ACTIVITIES FOR
NOVEMBER
- Dance and Concert by
SEX-"Barbara Lewis
- Rufus Thomas" - in
the National Guard
Armory.
- Dance sponsored by
DPA - "The Apolloes"
in the Alumni Gym.
- "Starlight Ball" sponsored by Alpha Rho
Tau.
- Junior - Senior Day
sponsored by Gamma
Sigma Upsilon.

CAR WASH
Saturday, Nov. 12

Sponsored by Phi Epsilon Kappa Pledge Class
MAC'S STANDARD OIL STATION 9-5

Birthday Special
ROSEMARY

OFF

25 /0 OFF

SLACKS and SHIRTS
Val. to $8.00

25%

Skirts-Zd/OoF

Women's Wool Slacks siov?$18.

Group
Women's

OFF

SWEATERS

Moonshine and

Women's

OFF

Val. $20.00
Group Men's Fine

Colognes

Group

APO SWEETHEART

Julie Rozier, an elementary education major from Brooklet, Ga.,
has been crowned sweetheart of Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity. Julie plans to teach after graduation. A brunette freshman,
she likes fast cars but not photographers.

$1.00 Per Car

69*

fcPr.

Limit 3 Pair To Customer

Women's Solids and Prints

JEANS

$5.00

2 pair $9.00

n»iTioiiifnrofTrfl
For Ladies and Gentlemens

iM^rmlVt/wlo-G*... F«. finedTkiwulo- &
LOCATET

IN

S-IMMDNS SHOPPING CENTER-
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Govo Sanders Visit

Governor Carl E. Sanders visitclubs" Sanders expresed his satised the college last weekend as the
faction that Georgia Southern is
honored guest at "Carl Sanders
not an will not be that kind of
Appreciation Night" and was the
educational institution.
mam speaker at the dedication of
After the address the governor
five campus buildings, either planand his family visited in the three
ned, begun, or completed during
new dormitories, Winburn, Olliff,
his administration.
and Dorman Halls,
The Saturday apreciation proand the Sanders years in general
gram consisted of a series of testiPerhaps the visit, the dedication,
monials by various students, facwere expresed most graphically by
ulty members and townspeople
Dr. Ronald J. Neil, music division
The lights were then dimmed and
chairman, in his testimonial Sata graphic presentation of the Sanurday night:
ders years was shown in spotEveryone who is affected by the
lighted renderings of the various
arts
appreciated it when the Kenbuildings, taped interviews from
nedys
came into the White House
GSC students, and a tribute from
with
their
love and appreciation of
President Zach S. Henderson.
beauty and everything that repreSunday the governor spoke
sented the fine arts: Likewise
briefly and to the point, emphawhen Carl Sanders and his lovely
sizing the stress which his adminwife Betty moved into the goveristratiin has placed on educationnor's mansion in Atlanta, we were
al advancement in Georgia. Sharpall
influenced by their appreciation
ly condemning "academic country
of beauty and art.

m

I

Subjective Tests
Better Measure
Of Student Sense

Examinations Defeat
Purpose of Education
(ACP) — Do tests really contribute anything to education?
asks the Campus Chat, North
Texas State University.
They are not an infallible
measure of a student's academic ability, nor do they prompt
the student to develop his talents and interests to the fullest.
But because professors place
such great emphasis on the outcome of exams, the student begins to play a giant guessing
game — what will the professor
have on his test?
Two students converse. One
says, "Don't read chapter nine.
George had Professor X last semester and he said there are no
questions from that chapter."
"Thanks," the other says.
"By the way, I heard he asks
only detailed questions, so don't
bother with the big stuff."
Meanwhile, a third student

SEATTLE, WASH. — (I.P.) A University of Washington professor believes he has the answer to testing the "depth of
knowledge" of students, even in
large classes. Dr. P. E. Fields,
professor of Psychology, reported the results of his research
on the improvement of student testing at a recent session
of the American Psychological
Assn. convention.
The tests are the result of
many years of research on the
psychology of learning by Dr.
Fields. He has used them in
introductory Psychology classes
for nearly two years, "in large
classes, there has been a trend
toward fewer examinations and
toward unrelated true - false
or multiple choice questions
which may catch students with
trick questions," Dr. Fields
said. "That type of examination is not a true test of a student's usable knowledge."

might be busy selling copies of
tests.
Like computers, these students tend to spit back memorized knowledge while their own
ideas decay. They don't have
time to develop their own ideas because they're too busy
playing the guessing game. Such
a system defeats the purpose
of higher education.
How could students be evaluated? Give them passing or
failing grades based on the amount of work they do? Let them
do research papers and use
their own ideas instead of mem
orizing someone else's. The el
aka
imination of tests would mak
ori
courses more enjoyable, mor|
interesting and more meaning
ful for both teacher and st
ent.

j

HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
RESTAURANT
Wednesday's Menu of
I Deliciously Fried Fish

IOTA ALPHA TAB SWEETHEART

The new IAT sweetheart is pretty Mary Suber, a senior home
economics major from Thomasville, Ga., who enjoys throwing
a "monkey wrench" into anything that looks complicated. She
plans to teach for a while after June graduation, then come back'
to GSC to work on her masters degree. Marriage plans follow
graduate school.

MOCK'S
BAKERY

.. Broucek Gives Recital
1§g At Alabama Church

FOR

The Finest
IN

1

Pastry

M.

41 S. Mam ST.

•x-w
:

>: :S Or. Jack Broucek, professor
:£::•:•:] of music at Georgia Southern
:•:•:•:•: College, will play the dedica':?:••:torv recital on a new pipe or•S&gan in the First Presbyterian
:•£■£; Church of Talladega, Ala., Sun•••jigday, Nov. 6.
•i^i In addition to teaching music
1:^: full time on the GSC faculty,
$$.T>r. Broucek is also chairman
Hi of the college Campus Life En■•^iehment Committee and is organist at the Statesboro First
Presbyterian Church.

FIRST QUALITY
A CORDIAL INVITATION
for Georgia Southern Students

enjoy a hearty dish of Fried
r
ish served with cole slaw,
hush puppies, hot rolls and
butter
All You Can Eat!

The Fields tests can be handscored by student labor easily, quickly and objectively by
keyed answer sheets. He gives
12 one-hour exams during a 10week quarter to as many as
450 students. At the beginning of
the quarter, all saudents in the
class are given a 400-page manual with examples of test questions for the entire quarter.
"I am not worried about the
student's rote memorizing of
all the parts," he explained. "It
is a simple matter to change
the order of the part answers
or change the statements from
true to false. The student who
does not answer or understand
the material would make a zero score because all five parts
of each question must be correctly answered to score one
point.

SEAMLESS
HOSIERY
2 PAIR lor n
Newest Styles
& Shades

r
i.

— 1.19 —
A Wednesday's Delight
Co Me Early
4:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
North Main Statesboro, Ga.

The approach he has developed, known as the Fields Serial
Multiple Discimination Teaching Examinations, is based on
radically different principles, he
reported. Although the Fields
System uses true - false and
multiple - choice questions, they
are combined in a manner that
tests a student's "in depth"
knowledge more effectively than
other
objective examinations
and also removes the "guessing" factor.
To get credit for his answer,
the student must correctly
answer a true-false statement
and also four close true associations, one each from four
lists of five associations. "With
this system, absolute knowledge in depth is necessary and
guessing just won't work," Dr.
Fields said. "The probability of
getting a correct answer by
chance alone is 1 in 3,125 as
compared with a 1 to 2 chance
in a true-false exam and a 1
to 4 chance in the multiple
choice variety."

*W%#* tk* Crow&l <V • • • pmcrlpti—u, \b*g$r

CMN&M

«*Z tporlt equipment

COLLEGE PHARMACY

• RnMm* FlMraiMMt «■ X Hoar Mf U W |Wr ft—rifOm* •
, Hen* 744-5421
JUWwro, 0*

Univ. Plaza

"These tests are actually a
teaching device. They are designed to emphasize the important concepts of the course,
so the student knows what to
concentrate on. The tests also
assist the student in learning
and understanding by requiring
him to organize isolated bits of
information as he takes
the
examination."
The tests utilize the principles
inherent in a 5 x 5 "Latin
Square." Every fifth part of
each question is determined, as
are all five parts of every fifth
question. Thus the student can
check his own errors and learns
while taking the exam.

American Folk Ballet Troupe Draw^ Music Sorority
Praise from'George-Anne' Staffers Pledges Four
By ANN VAUGHAN
and CINDY CARSON
From the moment the lights
were dimmed and the resonant
bass-baritone voice of Bill Callaway rumbled into the hushed audience, more than 800 people sat enthralled, watching an
exuberant portrait of early America.
Bill Callaway's voice did much
to set the stage for the forthcoming drama and he always
returned to pull the sections together. For an actor-singer who
has only been with the American Folk Ballet Company for
two months, he played an immeasurable part in transporting the audience to the rough
prairie communities of the early West. The strength and depth
of his voice reminded one much
of the characted that meant
have been required to forge into the wilderness.
The youthful enthusiasm of
the entire company marked

Nov. 1-2
Nov. 8
Nov. 10
Nov. 11
Nov. 11
Nov. 11
Nov. 14-15
Nov. 15
Nov. 16
Nov. 16-17
Nov. 17

them as suprior actors and as male dancers were 17 and the( technique was not only a sepersons who really loved their average age of the dancer^ was ries of expressive movements,
Sigma Alpha Iota, an honorawork. So rare is the communi- about 18, with the oldest dan- but was built on an extensive ry national sorority for women
cation that existed between the cer being 23.
..'.-, technical knowledge of the theo- in the field of music, has anspectators who sat on the edge
Not only do the romping, ry and technique of classical
of their seats beating on the froliking scenes stand out in ballet. Their task was made nounced the names of their new
seat before them and the danc- memory, but also the working more difficult because of the pledge class for the fall quarers and singers who so complete- scenes of their everyday b'fe. use of practice slippers rather ter.
ly gave themselves to the mu The scene of the cottonfields of than the usual toe shoes worn
sic that they were living it in- Louisiana was backbreakingly ,in most classical ballets. The The pledge members, each
stead of acting it.
accurate. Persons who had nev- ; dancers thus had to rely on holding an office in the class
Frequent applause was the er seen a cottonfield or carried 'grace of movement rather than are Jane Patton, president, Mus.;
only thing the audience did to a 100 pound sack of cotton |on precision steps on pointed
Celia Huff, vice-president, Mus.;
break the tempo of the moment slung on their back could un- toes.
and, yet, so enthusiastic was this derstand the drudgery of the
The audience returned to Sara Kessler, secretary, Elem.
that it served as an incentive long rows and the elation when twentieth
century
McCroan Ed., and Donna Certain, treato push the troupe the "ex- the end was in sight.
slowly. Seemingly reluctant to surer, Mus.
tra mile." For a troupe that is
Sunday morning over on deep leave the early prairie, the
so young, the singers and dan- creek, movingly protrayed, il- spectators repeatedly called the The pledges were chosen accers did a magnificent job of lustrated an artist's interpreta- troupe back for curtain calls cording to their performance
depicting pathos and happiness. tion of the effect that religion with a standing ovation.
in an audition held the first
One got the impression from had on the life of the early
The American Folk Ballet re- part of October.
watching that the performers settlers. When relating this captured the vigor and vitality
were really young and not scene to the conservative nat- of the hardy settlers who made
The pledge class is planning
just made up that way. A vi- ure of religion today, and un- their homes in the rolling prai a recital, the date of which will
sit backstage revealed that the thinking spectator might think ries.
be announced at a later time.
two youngest dancers were 13 the scene was overdone. Deepand 14 years, the two lead fe- er thought would have led the
same observer to the realization that true artists had done
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
an accurate interpretation of
ARE YOU DATELESS TONIGHT?
prairie religion.
Federal Employment Outlook Program
In choreographing "Winter at
Pine No Longer
Business Division
Deep Creek," Burch Mann built
|0ur CUPID COMPUTER will match, select and
Air Force Office Selection Team
a broad framework and left
Room 114, Williams Bldg.
(introduce you to your MOST COMPATIBLE single
her dancers the privilege of inSears, Roebuck & Co.
Idates.
terpreting their dance as they
Room 104,, Williams Bldg.
chose. The dancers used classiYou will receive their names and phone numBaxter Laboratories
cal ballet steps, but built on
Ibers;
they will receive yours. Now, the Science
Room 104,, Williams Bldg.
these were unique variations in
I
is
Chemistry—and
ROMANCE is yours!
movement and expression. Their
Dept. of Air Force (Science Majors)
Mail the coupon below for our FREE COMPARoom 114, Williams Bldg.
Georgia Department of Health
TIBILITY QUESTI0NAIRE. w~™»»»^™*™
Room HI, Williams Bldg.
TO:
MATCH-MATE!
| MATCH Lx:.J
Marine Corps Officer Training
P.O.
Box
7024
g
I-X1
lMATE
Room 114, Williams Bldg.
Stewart
Station
t*^i-^x-:-::-:;sfew-:-wsS-:
Crawford Company
I Richmond, Virginia 23221
Room 104, Williams Bldg.
Please forward me on free compatibility quesU. S. Accounting Office
Room 104,, Williams Bldg.
l.tionaire!
Army O.C.S. Recruiting Team
NAME
Room 114, Williams Bldg.
The Kroger Company
ADDRESS ,.
Guys & Dolls
Room 104,, Williams Bldg.

^Amusementi
Center
Amusement
for
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DAIRY QUEEN
and Brazier
Delicious Chat-broiled
Brazier Burgers

If you want. to be miserable,
think about yourself, about
what you want, what you like,
what respect people ought to
pay you and what people think
of you.
JOHN 3:16
1. God — the greatest lover.
2. So loved — the greatest degree.
3. The World — the greatest
company.
4. That He gave — the greatest
act.
5. His only begotten Son — the
greatest gift.
6. That whosoever — the greatest opportunity.
9. Believeth — the greatest
simplicity.
8. In Him — the greatest attraction.
9. Should not perish — the greatest promise.
10. But — the greatest difference.
11. Have — the greatest certainty.
12. Eternal life — the greatest
possession.
—Davies
* * *
This is the final test of a gentleman: His respect for those
who can be of no possible service to him.
William L. Phelps

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

illiiWIlllll
8

In Stfafesboro

CtffiftlE STUDIOS

LADIES

London Fog
MAINCOATS
AND
LADIES AND MEN'S

London Fog
GOLFER JACKETS
(In All The Newest Colors)

The Finest

Monogrammed Free

In^Photography

WHEN BOUGHT FROM US!

Cameras and Supplie

+H

— Open All Day Every Wednesday —
"For Your Shopping Pleasure"

Eagle Netters Win, Wicknam Tops

*»

>

»

Hall Satisfied with Team Effort

The Eagle netters got a good;> southern Coach David Hall
«* tmm
Golf Club, iS-4, in the first of two was satisfied. Hall pointed out
fall practice meets Saturday in that the doubles teams look betSavannah.
> ter as a whole than they did
The net squad leaves South;, last year and that the team as
ern tomorrow for Macon and a a whole is playing better than
battle against the Tennis Cen- it was last year.
1MMRP
Bjorn Kjerfve had to go to a
ter there at 2 p.m. Jim Berry,
the Macon tennis pro, has his Student Congress convention in
iteam ready for the meet. Pro- Atlanta, and could, not play abable number one man for Ma- gainst Savannah. When Southcon is Landon Brent, the state ern plays Macon Jonny Roundtree has to go to his home in
(top junior veteran.
George Wickham topped the Florida.
Southern team, but lost in three The following Southern play- POSS CONCENTRATES
sets to Bob Miller of Savannah. ers play the single matches aMack Poss Waits FrJusSatt
Eddie Russell also had to bend gainst Macon in mentioned or- Jonny Roundtree defeated Sam Corn, S,
his back losing to Charles- der: George Wickham, Bjorn 6-3, 4-6, 9-7. Mack Poss defeated Larry
Brooks on the number two spot.J Kjerfve, Eddie Russell, Dan Oustin, A, 6-4, 6-4. Walter Beasley, S,
Dan Stiles, who last year had Stiles, Mack Poss and James defeated James Jacksc ? 2, 8-6.
the best Southern record, 14-3, Jackson.
Wickham-Roundtree
defeated
MillerRESULTS
is going towards his best seaBrooks, S, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. Dayid Hall son. He beat Pete Steward.
Bob Miller, S, defeated George Wick- Stiles defeated Freedmant-Oustin, S, 6-4,
Jonny Roundtree who played ham 4-6, 6-1, 6-4. Charles Brooks, S, de- 6-3. Poss-Russell defeated Ongel-Doremus,
,the first third of last season, feated Eddie Russell 6-1, 6-4. Dan Stiles S, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. Dunn-Guthrie, S, defeathas far to go to reach top defeated Pete Steward, S, 4-6, 6-0, 6-3. ed Joe McDaniel-Tom King 6-2, 8-6.
form. He now had difficulties
sssss: s!5
winning over San Cam as the
number four man.
Last year Captain Mack Poss
fought well for a victory, while
Newcomer James Jackson lost..
Jackson is something to build!
on for the future, though.
The Southern doubles teams]
managed extremely well. Theyj
won three out of four matches.i
■Joe McDaniel and Tom King
played for the very first time.;
11
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Although losing their doubles
match they showed promising
form.
•
:

dearge-Anne

STItES WINS AGAIN

Dan Stiles Prepares To Hit Backhand Return for Winner

SPORTS

Cage Scrimmage Held
The Blue team built up an
18-point halftime lead, but thenj
had to fight off a second half
rally by the Red team for a,
68-64 victory Saturday at thej
Hanner Gym in the Eagles' first,
varsity scrimmage game of the!
season.
"It was a good practice forj
us," said Head Coach J. B.i
Scearce Jr., who is starting his|
20th year at the Eagle helm.i
"However, some of the players]
we were expecting a lot out ofi
didn't qome through for us.
"We have elevated two fresh-!
m.n up to the varsity," contin-i
ued the veteran coach. "At leastj
they will practice with the varsity because we think they will
be able to help us. They are
Scott Waters and Darrell Wise.i
"We are interested in playing!
the best men we have. If ai
freshman boy is doing a better
job in December than one of our
more experienced boys, we'll
play the best ball player we have
in December," continued Coach
Scearce.
Robert Jordan paced the Blue
team in scoring with 18 points,
followed by Jim Seeley's 11 and
Charles Bobe's 10. Jimmy Rose,

the Eagles' two-year AlUAmerica guard, was the scrimmage's
top scorer with 20 points for the
Red team. Scott Waters added
10 for the Reds.
"Jordan looked good for us,"
commented Scearce. "He threw
up a lot of shots and he rebounded well. Rose and Seeley
also looked real good out there."
The two teams battled on
even terms during the game,
which was played in 10 minute
quarters rather than 20 minute
halves, and the basketball candidates were evenly divided on
the two squads. Scearce substituted freely en both teams.
Seoley was the game's outstanding rebcunder, doing yeoman duty on both the offensive
and defensive boards.
Scoring breakdown:
BLUE — Seeley 10, Bobe 10,
Prichard 5, Szotkiewicz 2, Wise
4, Jordan 18, Bergbohm 8, Fountain, Gregory 4, Abel 6, Lawrence, James, O'Leary.
RED—Waters 10, Carmichael
6, Christiansen 4, Rose 20, Roberts 3, Bohman 8, Gladson 2,
Johnson 3, Helm, Meybohm 7
McDuffie,
Grooms,
Hodges
Schemer.

APO
By jflE CRINE
Sports Writer
Sig Epsilon is still holding
down the top spot in the men's
intram,ural flag football league
after action resumed this week
behind the Hanner Gymnasium
following a week's layqtj|njfbr
mid term.
Monday's action saw Sig Eps
defeat the Rebels, 6-0, and the
Unexpecteds down DPA, 6-0.
Sig Eps scored the winning
touchdown on a pass from Mike
Long to Bobby Clark. A pass
from Ruskin to Prather produced the Unexpecteds winning
touchdown.
**'
In Tuesday's games Phi Episiloa.
Kappa
upended
the

Gym Team Practices
By JOE CRINE
Sports Writer
The gymnastics team concluded their weight training program last week and moved to
the apparatus, according to Ron
Oertley, gymnastics coach.
The team has spent fifteen
minutes daily on tumbling,
pn back hand springs, and on
front and back somersaults.
Oertley said that Gary Barnett, freshman all state Ghampion,
is
showing successful
form in the back full twist and
on the apparatus. "We have
made great progress on the
sidehorse, which has been one
of our weakest events," saic
Oertley. "Great strides have
been made with such men as
Danny Harrison, Gary Barnett,
and Danny Davis," he continued.
"Danny Harrison, state still
rings champion, is showing progress on the rings, especially
on strength moves, and is gra-

dually working toward swinging movements," said Oertley.
'.Second Year Man Danny Davis, has improved his front
and back giants on the high
bar. Danny Godfrey could become a free exercise perform
er with mastery of off the flooi
tumbling stunts.

IM Council Meets I
For First Time

Intramural Director Charles ;
Exley, speaking at the first
meeting of the Intramural Council Wednesday night in Winburn
Hall, emphasized that the intramural program is the voice
and program of the students.
The men's cross country race,
is held on November 21 ovei
a course 1.18 miles long.
■:
The next meeting of the coun-,
cil will be held Thursday, November 17, in the lobby of Winurn Hall.

etB Hawks, 6 - 0

llhodents 13-12 on a pass from with the Mustangs taking a 9-8
Max Brahn to Tommy Dial, and
shaded the Hawks 6-0 on a one victory over the Pythons. Tuesyard run by Sonny Massey. Phi day's action saw the Mustangs
Epsilon Kappa came back from
a 12-0 hald time deficit to de- take a 2-0 victory over a team
feat the Rhodents. The Rho- consisting of members of the
dents opened the scoring with Panthers and Termites. - The
a lateral pass that went from tournament
win
continue
Jackie Hammond tojScotty Carthrough.
November
14.
penter to Jerry Jarrard. The
Rhodents second score came on
Flag Football Standings:
a 35 yard pass from Hammond
W L
T P
tcf Jerry Stephens. Phi Epsilon.
1 16
0
5
Kappa scored their first touch- SEX
2 14
4
0
Phi
E
K
down on a 42 yard pass inter1 13
1
4
ception by Dial. The stage Bulldogs
2
0 12
4
was then set for the winning Rhodents
1 10
2
3
touchdown pass from Brahn to Hawks
7
1
3
2
APO
TJial.
'3
0
5
The
women's
intramural Delta Pi Alpha I
3
0
1
6
speedball tournament began be- Unexpecteds
hind the. Hanner Gym Monday*

LETTERMEN
MEET

Ten Southern lettermen
met last night with Coach
Ron Oertley for a discussion how to reactivate the
S-Club that has not been
functioning for a year and
a half.
, The next meeting is set
for next Thursday at i:30
p.m., Room 6, the Holiis
building. The executive
committee will then be
elected and the constitution will be ratified.
A committee of four has
been selected to rewrite
the constitution to be ready for inspection Thursday.
The present lettermen
at last nights meeting and
the one next Thursday are
considered the founders of
the S-Club. AH lettermen
wanting to join after
Thursday have to go
through a formal initiation,
which is held once a quar
ter.

MIKE LONG RUSHES

Sig Eps Defeat DPA, 6-0, Thanks To Long Pass

PGA Golfer on Southern Staff

Wnm

B. J. ON
SPORTS
By BjtfRI**iERJEVE
Sports Editor

GUTHRIE CLEARS TRAP

.Arnold Palmer Taught Him Sand Wedge Shot

TEACHES GOLF GRIP

Hie Wants To Teach Golf in Future

Mickey Guthrie Is Top Wrestler

- Do you know what a student center is ? If yo^i think i
lahoma State managed to de- enough for Guthrie. "I plain
of the Frank I. Williams Center as a student center you
By BJ8RN KJERFVE
feat him. It was close, though. couldn't beat them," he said,
- Sports Editor
are far off the right track. If you refer to any building!
Crell won-.the match on a 7-6 [but "I managed to sneak pass
"All it takes is a little pride," decision.
la couple of them. at. Aspen."
Dr area on campus as a student center, you don't know incited
Mickey Guthrie. "Go an'
this point he decided to
■vhat you are talking about. You see,, we don't have a get 'im boy! Take 'fafeon down, Guthrie has an interest in and ''goAtback
to school, "and now
a
knowledge
of
sports
that
is
take 'im down! Turn 'im over!
student center at Southern.
unbelievable. Although he said was the time to go." He coachWhat about the new dining hall and student center Go right on over! Well done. that "golf is my first love with- ed football, wrestling and baseVery well done, my boy."
they are building across the street from Olliff and Win- Guthrie's voice rattled to ev- out a doubt" he lettered in ball three years at North Fulanother five sports during, his ton High in Atlanta prior to
burn Halls ? Can that be the solution to the students' ery' comer of the Hanner gym. undergraduate
years at Geor- coming to Southern. After getThe boys on the wrestling mat gia. "Football paid my way ting his Masters and Doctors
leisure time problems ?
their pride. They gave
through college," he said, and degrees he wants to coach golf.
Hardly. That building is going to be nothing but showed
everything in the fight. You two seasons Guthrie was found
a dining hall with space given to 4,000 mail boxes and were hypnotized by the furious
as a defensive linebacker on
Help From Palmer
a 6,000 square feet book store nearly ten times as big battles, hypnotized by that sop* ithe Bulldog team. '
orific
voice.
:
Before graduating in 1960 he
* as the one now found downstairs in the Williams Cenwas an outfielder three years I He loves . his golf. "In all
ter.
Character
on the Bulldog baseball team sports there a»e characters and
"I was real disappointed to find that the new cen- Coach Charles Exley stood batting a .292 average. He ran bombs, but in golf there just
ter is not going to be a student center, either," said there, watching. He was fasci- track three years. Hurdles was aren't any bombs," he reflecArnold Palmer is the playMrs. Adyle P. Hudgins, director of student activities. nated by Guthrie's teaching. his speciality. His best time? ted.
er Guthrie thinks most of on
;"He is the finest basic skills 120-yards in 15.0 seconds!
"Im real concerned about it," she continued.
Guthrie did a lot of boxing the tour.
tostfuctor we have ever had
"I would like to see that whole room changed to here," Exley said. Just watch too. He went 54 light-heavy- "Arnold made a greater conan activity room with ping-pong and pool tables," she Guthrie teach; listen to his weight fights winning 50 of tribution to me than any oththem; 23 were knock out vic- er on the tour. He taught me
you understand why.
said, referring to the large student lounge downstairs then
how to hit the sand wedge. He
Mickey Guthrie is quite a cha- tories.
in the Williams Center.
probably can hit it better than
racter. He came to Southern
anybody else," Guthrie contin"We have expanding plans for the snack bar, so we this fall on a graduate assistHe
Loves
Golf
ued.
antship
in
the
Division
01
can serve Via-carte meals," said C. R. Pound, director Physical Education to work toof the Williams Center. The old post office will be rede- wards his Masters degree. He But golf is the number one
Skiis and Jumps
signed for snack bar facilities. The book store will be- came here because of Coach sport for Guthrie. "My father
started me when I was four Guthrie is not limited to the
come a faculty lounge. And the student lounge will re- Scearce. "I had never seen "the |«or
five," he said. "I went to mentioned, sports. When spendman, but heard a great deal
main untouched. In other words, an activity room is aboufliim," Guthrie said. He the junior^ nationals when I was ing a couple of winter months in
not planned for there or anywhere else. At least this is had one interview with Scear- 13 and came in ninth," he con- Colorado in 1960 he picked up
tinued. He made the quarterfi- ihow to slalom ski. He is very
ce, and here he is.
what Pound thinks at present.
nals of the National Publink at modest about his skiing, but
I would like to change this. Why not put a couple
guess who taught him. Two-fold
Anchor-Man
17.
In 1958 he reached the quar- Olympic gold medalist Stein Eof tennis and pool tables in the Western half of the
In wrestling he was even terfinals of the Nationals for ricson of Norway and three-fold
lounge, dividing the room by a glass wall keeping the more
successful, He was anch- amateurs, where Jack Nickluas Olympic gold medalist Tony SaiEastern half as it is now. According to Pound the air- or-man on the Georgia team, eliminated him.': *'Jack played |lor of Austria.
conditioning would then present a serious problem, but "the first one we had as a mat- extrernely well against me. I He has tried ski jumping too.
fact."
That's the only time I've been "The flnly time I've won a meis it unsolvable ? Or perhaps the book store could be us- terHeofwrestled
in the 177-pound bombed out," Guthrie said. Du- dal in skiing was when I jumped as an activity room moving the faculty lounge to the class and got to go to the nat- ring his four Georgia years he ed 253 feet once in I960," he
ionals in Louisville, Ky., in lied the Georgia golf team.
post office space.
said.
So far Guthrie's golf days had
They once tried to keep a pool table in the lounge, 1959.
There he almost became a
begun. "I joined the tour
Thanks to Golf
but that was discontinued after nine months, Pound national champion. In the fin- only
in the summer of '61," he said
told. The school purchased two regulation table-tennis als, though, Tony Crell from Ok- with the tour meaning the P- Talking about board skating
GA .He stayed with it for 28 Guthrie turns out to be an extables that have never been used. They are propped up
months. "I had my best finish pert in this sport too. A couple
against a wall in a storage room. "They have been there Tracksters Set
in the Phoenix Open in '62," of years ago he finished sixth
almost six years," Pound said.
Guthrie said. He won a four- ^n the national championships
Tuesday Meeting th place that time.
iin board skating in Los Ange"We don't have anywhere to put them."
jles. "You should see . . ." he
Pound continued: "The enrollment has grown beAll men interested in trac*
'started.
young the space we have." This is no exageration. StilJ and field should attend a meetGolf is still his number one,
Wins PGA Stop
ing' Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in
though. He practices every day
when the Southern administration makes the final de- the alumni gymnasium.
The next year, though, he several holes; hiits at least 500
cision how to use the Williams Center I would be happy
Track Soach Ron Oertley
won the Aspen Open, now wear- Iballs. "GoK has been very good
and so would many students, if an activity room wa$ pointed out that this meeting ing a golden ring with a black |to me,' 'he" said. "It gave me a
is an organizational meeting^ star sapphire as a proof of this, ichance to see many countries,
planned. We need one.
*Xhe purpose is to present int- but Guthrie doesn't brag about ithe whole United States and
Most administrators and student government re-« erested men with a work out
it. "Aspen is only one of the] icompete with the best in the
presentatives at the S.U.S.G.A. Swap Shop in Atlanta schedule. Three graduate assis- smaller tour stops," he said.
[world.' 'A little pride is not all
are in charge of the Competing with top world gol- [it has taken Mickey Guthrie to
last weekend smiled ridiculing, when they were told that tants
track program:- Singletary, "Gufers for two and half years was ;get this far.
Southern did not have a student center. This can't be thrie ^ifcQJaygents.
good for our reputation.

^^H^H^^H^^^H
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Michael (Mike or Miichelle)
Maguire adorns the back page
as our choice for Southern
Beau during this week of reversals. He is a junior high education major from Statesboro
and plans to enter the ministry
upon graduation. He is truly a
"G" man,, his hobbies being
guitars, girls, guns, glory, gabbing, golf and gospel music . . .
(not necessarily in that order.)

COL SANDERS

Nic Nac
Grille
"It Costs Less
To Eat Out"
kjr-

We Cater To
Sports
All Orders
Available To Go

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
Monday - Tuesday

I

:p

1?
-»

I Block off 301
Open 5:45 a.m. to ]§'
. 11:00 p.m.
iStotesboro's Oldest
R. C. Webb Owner;

S|E. Main Ph. 764-2853-fJ

Box of Chicken

88c —*l,e vol.

—Friday—
Shrimp Bosket—21 Fried Shrimp
French Fries Rolls Tarter Sauce
n .25—Reg, * 1.65 Value
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN TAKE HOME
Next Door To Paragon

